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Abstract
The lifecycle of a spacecraft follows a process of phases. There are important goals between these phases
such as a preliminary design review (PDR). These goals have to be successfully passed by the whole project
team. Usually they are connected to contractual conditions, e.g. after the PDR the design is usually settled and
the spacecraft will be built. Such contracts consider agreements with industry and suppliers on part and
equipment orders, etc. [1] [2] Changing the design after the PDR may require contractual changes. These
changes tend to be expensive and have to be avoided. [3]
To avoid the aforementioned issues, model based systems engineering (MBSE) has been introduced in satellite
design. It is focusing on data bases that provide a conceptual data model (CDM also known as meta model).
The engineers start modeling the system within such data bases usually on a functional level. The system
model is then used as central source of knowledge for further processes. [3] Such processes may cover on the
fly analysis [4], configuration of simulators [5], new ways of modelling including interactive visualization [6]
and emerging trends such as mixed reality. This notion of an MBSE approach has been implemented e.g. in
DLR’s data base called Virtual Satellite. Until today it is successfully applied in early spacecraft design. [7]
Nowadays, the data base is applied beyond the early phases. Therefore it has to deal with more detailed
information and has to cope with yet unknown requirements of tomorrow. Accordingly the CDM has become
more complex and offers extension mechanisms. [3]
The success of these data bases is partly founded in their configuration control capabilities. In fact, the
engineers require not just one model of the spacecraft but several. These models are a master model, derived
simulator models, or models for the actual satellites one and two. The different models are needed to reflect
differences e.g. a different electrical harness for the simulator, or individual command ids for individual
satellites. [3] [5] This is handled by the product structures of the data bases. They are standardized to a certain
extend in the activities of European Ground Segment – Common Core (EGS-CC) as well as the European
Cooperation for Space Standardization Technical Memorandum (ECSS-E-TM) 10-23. [8] [9] These structures
are used for a hierarchical decomposition of the system. The first tree modelled, is usually a product tree. The
engineers are using this tree for an initial description of the required parts such as a reaction wheel (RW) or
magnetic-torquer (MTQ). They don’t yet model every instance of such a part. Instead, they are modelling them
as an idea of a type. The second tree is the configuration tree where these types are instantiated into a virtual
configuration of several RWs and MTQs. The final trees are the assembly trees, which are based on the
configuration trees but representing how actual satellites are build. They reflect the assembly e.g. of an actual
satellite number one and two. Since all trees, including their parts, are based on each other, defining the mass
of the RW once in the product tree will update all its further instances in the configuration and assemblies as
well. Override functionality allows changing the values when needed or to combine the information with so
called realizations. These realizations represent the actual ordered parts that have been delivered. E.g. their
calibrations are measured and the best fitting parts are now assigned to the assembly. The information such
as a mass is modelled by so called engineering categories. They are based on what is known as type/object
pattern. [10] [11] An engineering category defines a property such as a mass and assigning this category to an
element in the product tree instantiates it. Now information can be stored in the instance of this property. [3]
Even though successful, there are some drawbacks, where Multi-Level Modeling promises some reasonable
improvements. For example, an engineering category for storing geometric information of a part consists of a
position, a size and a shape. These three properties make sense at configuration level, but not yet at product
level. At product level or type level the position is simply not yet known. By today this is handled by either
providing arbitrary values or by complex class inheritance hierarchies. Nevertheless such handling is a
workaround rather than a proper solution to such problems.
Multi-Level Modelling and the idea of potencies and deep instantiation [12] in particular, seems to offer a
solution. Assigning a potency of two for the position property creates awareness of this property already at
product level. The actual value of that property can now be set starting from configuration level. Considering
another example based on an engineering category for tele-commands, it consists of a purpose, e.g. RW turn
on, an equipment identifier as well as a satellite identifier. With the concept of potency and deep
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instantiation, engineers are aware of all three properties already at product level. The actual necessary
information needs to be provided at the stages of configuration and assembly.
This approach works well with the accepted set of product structures. Nevertheless current work indicates
that there might be further trees needed in future applications. Introducing a new integration tree in between
configuration and assembly breaks the potency mechanism for the tele-command example. A decrease of that
potency with every level of instantiation is not suitable. A fix to this issue could lead in the direction of context
aware potencies.
At the moment, the MBSE data bases do not yet apply such Multi-Level Modelling. Nevertheless, it can be
seen that certain directions of Multi-Level Modelling could improve the overall modeling activities. For sure
this view is a highly practical driven adoption of the theories of Multi-Level Modelling and potentially breaks
some of the clear cut semantics. Still it shows that these theories provide some answers to the problems of
spacecraft related models of today. In general, the described idea of applying potencies and deep
instantiation to the concept of engineering categories looks promising. In order to prove its applicability,
further research is needed and some first prototypes are envisaged for evaluation.
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